
 

Movie Name: Doctor Strange Movie Genre: Action, Adventure, Fantasy Stars in the movie: Benedict Cumberbatch, Tilda
Swinton, Rachel McAdams. Director: Scott Derrickson. ##The Good Doctor ##

Doctor Stephen Strange (Benedict Cumberbatch) is an acclaimed neurosurgeon who suffers career-ending nerve damage in his
hands which leads him to become a fugitive in search of healing for himself and others, aided by one of the Ancient One's
former students (Rachel McAdams). The film is based on the Marvel Comics superhero character created by Stan Lee and Steve
Ditko. "Doctor Strange" stars Benedict Cumberbatch as Stephen Stephen Strange/Dr. Strange, a brilliant and arrogant
neurosurgeon. His life changes when a car accident shatters his hands and damages his eyes, but he manages to keep his sanity
by harnessing the mystical world, employing ancient arts and martial arts in order to cure his afflictions. He is recruited by the
Ancient One (Tilda Swinton) for a mysterious mission that she assigns him in Tibet, leading him to realize that something
greater is staring at him in the face which he must prepare himself for. 

Doctor Strange was released on , worldwide except South Korea where it was released on . It was also screened in a limited
release in US cinemas on November , and in Russia on . At the time of the release, the film had garnered positive responses
from critics. Review aggregation website Rotten Tomatoes reported an approval rating of 88%, based on 310 reviews, with an
average rating of 7.4/10. The site's critical consensus reads, ""Doctor Strange"s risky casting and formulaic plot pay off in a
fresh and visually spectacular superhero origin story that upturns the Marvel formula." On Metacritic, which assigns a
normalized rating to reviews, calculated an average score of 71 out of 100, based on 44 critics, indicating "generally favorable
reviews". "Doctor Strange" was released in India on through PVR Pictures, while it was also released in the United States on
DVD. It was released for Ultra HD Blu-ray Disc on through Vudu. The film grossed $122,394,068 in the United States and an
estimated $348,840,000 in other territories, for a worldwide total of $629,914,068. , the film is the fifth-highest-grossing film
of 2017 worldwide and highest-grossing film of 2017 outside North America after "Beauty and the Beast" ($1.26 billion). The
film earned $15. 3 million on its opening day and $26.8 million in its opening weekend (for a first week of $85.7 million), and
marked the first film to make over $100 million at the box office during the first full weekend of release since "". The film
remained at number one through its second weekend, fell to number two in the third, fourth and fifth weekends, and remained
there until it was dethroned by "The Fate of the Furious" as it made over $3.2 million in its ninth consecutive weekend.
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